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Abstract. Usual cameras can gather only a small interval of intensities
found in high dynamic range scenes. This fact leads to loss of details
in acquired images and apparition of under or overexposed pixels. A
popular approach to deal with this problem is to take several images
differently exposed and fuse them into one single image. The exposure
fusion is mostly performed as a weighted average between corresponding
pixels. Weighting all pixels of the exposure bracketing slows the fusion
process and makes realtime acquisition difficult. In this paper we present
a fast exposure fusion method based on histograms segmentation. The
segmentation phase reduces considerably the computations while pre-
serving competitive fusion quality. We present also an automatic way to
take enhanced exposures for fusion, using the segmented regions. Subjec-
tive and objective comparisons are conducted to prove the effectiveness
of our method.
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1 Introduction

Only a small part of the large intensities interval found in high dynamic range
scenes can be captured with the 8 bit per pixel image sensor. Two approaches
are distinguished in the literature treating how to take good images facing this
situation. The first one deals with camera response function estimation to create
radiance map [5]. Tone mapping algorithm is required to transform the radiance
map to a displayable image. The second approach proceeds directly with fusing
a sequence of differently exposed images to obtain enhanced low dynamic range
image [11,10,14]. The second approach is preferred because of its simplicity, it
provide time saving, even though it produces comparable results to the first one.
The dominant technique for exposure fusion is to perform a weighted average be-
tween corresponding pixels, where weights are attributed using quality measures
[11,10,14]. Most used quality measures are contrast, saturation and well exposed-
ness introduced by Mertens et al. [11]. Estimating those metrics for every pixel
slow the fusion process and make realtime processing difficult. Mertens exposure
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fusion was dedicated at first to capture still images, using fixed cameras. Move-
ments of objects between frames generate ghosting artifacts in the fused image.
A large number of de-ghosting methods appears to deal with dynamic scenes.
Zhang et al. [14] improve Mertens exposure fusion by introducing a novel crite-
rion called temporal consistency which is based on gradient direction. Starting
from one exposure as a reference view, they suppose that the gradient direction
of well exposed pixels is invariant in the other exposures. Chapiro et al. [4] also
improve Mertens weighting technique with a fourth numerical parameter called
ghosting. It defines the likelihood of presence of object movement on the scene
at the current pixel using filters. Those de-ghosting methods still have difficul-
ties with quick movements and consume additional processing time [8,4] which
makes realtime fusion harder.

In this paper we present a fast exposure fusion method dedicated to real
time acquisition. When exposures acquisition and fusion are fast enough, motion
between frames will be negligible and there will be no need for de-ghosting
methods. Our main contribution consists of using histograms segmentation to
detect shadows, highlights and intermediate regions of the scene. We use this
segmentation phase to avoid lot of computations and to eliminate influence of
saturated or darkened pixels on the fused image quality. We demonstrate also
how the segmented regions are used with auto-exposure control of the camera
to provide enhanced exposure bracketing for fusion.

The rest of this paper is organized as follow: the section two introduces the
exposures segmentation method, explains how it is used to fuse exposures fast
and how the segmented regions are used to provide enhanced exposure bracket-
ing for fusion. Section three shows obtained results and comparisons with two
relevant works. Finally, the conclusion is presented in section four.

2 Fast Exposure Fusion Based on Histograms
Segmentation

Usual exposure fusion methods calculate weights for every pixel from the inputs
using quality measures, and then proceed to fusion with a weighted average
[11,10,14]. In our work, we first detect shadows, highlights and intermediate
regions. The fused image is constructed directly with segmented shadows and
highlights without use of weighting or summation operations. In addition to
reduce considerably the amount of operations, this technique avoids influence
of saturated or dark pixels on the fused image quality as explained later in
the experimentations section (section 3). The majority of exposure fusion works
which aim real time image fusion consider that fusing two exposures is adequate
[4,8,9]. Using only two exposures saves processing time and recovers most of the
scene details. We aim for realtime exposure fusion dedicated for video capture.
This is why we consider also only two exposures: an overexposed image O and
another image U which is underexposed. The proposed exposures segmentation
phase is based on histograms noted Hk(L), which represent the number of pixels
found in image k ∈ {U,O} having the Lth intensity value. Shadows are pixels
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Fig. 1. Exposures and their intensity histograms (”venise” and ”Eiffeltour” inputs,
image courtesy of Jacques Joffre [1].)

having small intensities in underexposed image. They form a high histogram
mode positioned at the extreme left of HU . Highlights are pixels having high
intensities in the overexposed image histogram. This is reflected by apparition
of high mode at the extreme right of HO. Those assumptions are realistic as it
is demonstrated in Fig. 1 showing exposures and their histograms. Shadows and
highlights are then looked as two modes that we represent by Gaussian functions.
The segmentation phase is carried out as two Gaussians parameters estimation,
which are maximums and inflection points (MU , TU ,MO, TO). We pose MU and
MO on the maximums found inside the interval [0, 255] of the corresponding
histograms HU and HO. The inflection points TU and TO are estimated using
the first and second derivatives of the smoothed histograms:

TU = min{i ∈ [0, 255] where H ′′
U (i) × H ′′

U (i − 1) <= 0 and H ′
U (i) < 0} (1)

TO = max{i ∈ [0, 255] where H ′′
O(i) ×H ′′

O(i − 1) <= 0 and H ′
O(i) > 0} (2)

Once the inflection points are estimated, we detect well exposed pixels of shadows
(SH) and highlights (HI) with rules (3 and 4). Intermediate regions (IR) are
detected with rule (5). Fig. 2 shows an example of exposures segmentation using
the detected inflection points.

SH = {px,y ∈ O where Ux,y <= TU} (3)

HI = {px,y ∈ U where Ox,y >= TO} (4)

IR = {px,y ∈ {U ∪O} where Ux,y > TU and Ox,y < TO} (5)

After the segmentation phase, the fused image R is constructed directly with
(SH and HI) pixels because their corresponding pixels in the other exposures are
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Fig. 2. Exposures segmentation using the detected inflection points. Red color: High-
lights, Blue color: Shadows, Green color: Intermediate regions (”venise” inputs, image
courtesy of Jacques Joffre [1].)

darkened or saturated. Only intermediate regions need weighted fusion because
they are common data between the two exposures. For that, we assume that
the more bright are the pixels in the underexposed image, the more they are
relevant. In the overexposed image, the more bright are the pixels, the less they
are pertinent. This weighting approach is formalized by two simple functions (6
and 7) based on the estimated thresholds. The final values of intermediate pixels
are calculated using (8).

W1(Ux,y) = Ux,y − TU . (6)

W2(Ox,y) = TO −Ox,y. (7)

Rx,y = (Ux,y × W1(Ux,y) + Ox,y × W2(Ox,y))/(W1(Ux,y) + W2(Ox,y)) (8)

Fig. 3a shows an unsatisfactory image fusion. This is a known issue in exposure
fusion caused by the fact that combined images contain different absolute inten-
sities due to their different exposure times [11]. Mertens overcomes this problem
with a multi-resolution blending [11], which is time consuming. Another solution
is to process inputs with histogram equalization as done in [10], but it produces
strong deformation of intensities resulting sometimes to poor image quality (see
Fig. 3c). To obtain a consistent fusion with minimum of processing time, we
use two linear functions (9 and 10) that bring closer inputs intensities (reduce
luminance of O and increase it in U). We set (d = 2.3). Fig. 3b shows the fused
image after adjusting inputs with (9 and 10).

u(x, y) = Ux,y + (255− Ux,y)/d. (9)

o(x, y) = Ox,y −Ox,y/d. (10)

How to take the two exposures used for fusion is an important part of the
problem. The usual manner to take those inputs is based on fixed parameters or
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3. Inputs luminance adjustment then fusion. (a) Without any adjustement, (b)
With the proposed luminance adjustement (c), With histogram equalization (”Eiffel-
tour” inputs, image courtesy of Jacques Joffre [1].)

thresholds, which lead often to loss of details in shadows or highlights. Gelfand et
al. [6] suppose that O is captured when the number of dark pixels (luminosity<
16) is inferior to 10% and that U is taken when less than 10% of pixels have
intensity greater than 239. Bilcu et al. [3], Marius et al. [13] propose also exposure
bracketing algorithms based on fixed thresholds. A more sophisticated technique
to get the exposures is to adjust exposure parameters according to quality of
regions of interest (ROI). Kao [9] adjusts exposures according to the detected
human skin color. In our work, the first exposure bracketing is captured using
fixed parameters as done in [6]. Then U and O are segmented using the explained
technique above. The detected regions (SH and HI) are processed with auto-
exposure control of the camera in turn to deliver respectively overexposed image
and underexposed one. We used the frankencamera architecture of the Nokia
N900 [2] for implementation. The implanted Auto-exposure control of Marius
Tico [2] adjusts exposure time and gain according to image histogram, in such
way that a percentage of pixels P = 0.9 hit a brightness value B = 0.4. We adapt
this algorithm so that it accounts only SH and HI in turn. Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b
show the obtained exposures. Fig. 4c and Fig. 4d shows shadows and highlights
acquisition using the Fcam application of the Nokia N900. We can see that our
technique brings more details in some regions.

3 Results and Comparisons

To prove the effectiveness of the proposed exposure fusion method, we com-
pare it with Mertens algorithm [11] and Photomatix exposure fusion [1]. Fig. 5
shows outputs of the three methods. Subjectively, we can see that our method
brings more details in some regions comparing to Mertens algorithm (the boat
in ”Venise” and the tour edges in ”Eiffeltour”). This is because segmented pixels
of shadows and highlights form directly our fused image, without being summed
with their corresponding pixels which are saturated or dimmed. Mertens algo-
rithm use a Gaussian weighting function which assigns same weights to those
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 4. Automatic exposure bracketing. (a,b): shadows and highlights from our acqui-
sition. (c,d) : Fcam application [2] for shadows and highlights acquisition. (Exposure
time, gain): (a)(1666, 1), (b)(40000, 1.58), (c)(2397, 1) , (d) (40000, 6.68).

regions in both of exposures. Visual comparison of our method with Photomatix
shows that the two methods are close to each other. We used three quality
measures to perform objective comparisons. The first one is mutual information
[7], adapted for the image fusion performance evaluation. Furthermore, we calcu-
lated the color difference using CIEDE2000 [12] and contrast difference (gradient
magnitude). Ground truth images are constructed manually with best parts of
inputs and without deformation of pixels values. Results presented in Table 1
shows that our method provides generally best performance in term of mutual
information, CIEDE2000 and contrast difference.

Table 1. Objective Comparisons: Contrast (Gradient Magnitude Difference), Color
(Ciede2000 [12]) and Mutual Information [7] (Image courtesy of Jacques Joffre [1])

Metric Methods Venise Eiffel Lighthouse Landscape

C
o
n
tr
a
st Mertens 1,15 0.85 0.32 1.53

Our Method 1.05 0.71 0.27 1.34

Photomatix 1.13 0.72 0.30 1.40

C
o
lo
r Mertens 1.56 2.89 1.17 1.26

Our Method 0.99 1.99 1.10 1.18

Photomatix 0.94 1.79 1.63 1.57

M
I

Mertens 2.934 3.427 2.779 4.551

Our Method 6.699 7.463 5.570 7.734

Photomatix 5.200 6.292 6.306 6.880

In the Table 2 we see that detected shadows and highlight represent a signif-
icant part of the exposure bracketing. Those regions are directly picked to form
the fused image without any weights estimation. This is why our method is fast
(see Table 2). C++ version of the fusion application, running on 2.0GHZ CPU
and 3GO of memory, achieved colored images with frame rate of 29 fps having
resolution of 640× 480.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5. Outputs of the three methods. (a): Mertens [11]. (b): Our Method. (c): Pho-
tomatix. (Image courtesy of Jacques Joffre [1])

Table 2. Processing Time of Exposure Fusion methods in Seconds (Matlab Implemen-
tations) and percentage of segmented shadows and highlights pixels

Venise Eiffel tour Lighthouse Landscape

Resolution 640×480 530×795 1024×682 1800×1198

SH+HI (%) 63.99 69.51 60.28 46.53

Mertens 2.1 2.5 3.4 10.4

Our Method 0.3 0.5 1.1 2.4
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4 Conclusion

In this paper we presented an exposure fusion method which meets realtime
requirements while preserving competitive image quality to some relevant works.
Achieving at least 29 colored images per second, our method delivers enhanced
images facing high dynamic range scenes. The proposed histograms segmentation
can be the starting point of any exposure fusion algorithm to save processing time
and eliminate influence of saturated or dark pixels on the fused images quality.
Using the segmented regions with auto-exposure control of camera provided an
automatic way to acquire enhanced exposure bracketing for fusion.
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